THE PLACES YOU CAN GO

The unique vision of James Reynolds, class of 1890, lets recent graduates study anything, anywhere. By Dustin Rubenstein '99

As the horizon heaved up and down with each successive wave, our destination—Isla St. Fe—disappeared beyond a wall of water. Behind us, the towering summit of St. Cruz's volcano lay hidden in a mass of clouds that seemed to reach out after the boat, following us on our journey to the deserted island that would be my home for more than four months. As I gazed back in the distance, an enormous splash caught my attention.

"Manta," shouted the captain.

Manta ray. I stared at the wisps of whitewater where the beast had just landed and could only imagine what other natural wonders I would see during my stay in one of the world's true ecological paradises: the Galapagos Islands.

It was hard to believe that just three days before I had been sitting on the Green listening to a parade of Commencement speakers telling me to go out and make my mark on the world, to take my education and make a difference. As most of my friends left the Hanover plain for corporate jobs, I boarded a plane bound for Ecuador to begin a year of independent research on a desolate island.

I was the latest of 316 alumni to benefit from the vision of James Burton Reynolds, class of 1890.

Long before the first Dartmouth Foreign Study Programs, Reynolds established one of the earliest private scholarships in the country to send recent graduates to the far reaches of the globe to further their education. A lifetime of public service (as secretary of the Massachusetts Republican State Committee, assistant secretary of the Treasury under President Theodore Roosevelt, member of the Tariff Board under President Taft and advisor to President Coolidge) had taught Reynolds the importance of understanding world affairs. He was an idealist who saw the future of America entwined with the rest of the world, and he recognized the need for able young men who could lead their country into this new era.

He turned to his alma mater to find such men.

In 1945 Reynolds met incoming Dartmouth President John Sloan Dickey '29, a former State Department liaison on reciprocal trade agreements, and found that, in the words of Dickey himself, they shared a common concern with international affairs. As Dickey later recalled, they spoke of the "importance of bringing American higher education to bear more directly and pervasively on the need of this country to develop the capacity for leadership in international affairs."

And so, upon his death in 1948, Reynolds left the College $325,000, two-thirds of his estate, to begin a program of scholarships that would train Dartmouth graduates to think internationally.

The stipulations for the award were simple: Recipients had to hold a Dartmouth degree and want to study abroad.
The scholarship was for graduating seniors or recent graduates, preferably not more than five years out, and was to be administered by a committee made up of professors, deans and College administrators. The main factors in selecting the five or six recipients each year were, and remain, per Reynolds's wishes, "the individual and the usefulness of his proposed study to him. The long-range contributions to society arising from his work is a secondary, not primary, focus." The first awards amounted to $2,000 each and were intended to cover the costs of transportation and living abroad for one year.

Though the College now has a variety of postgraduate scholarships, none really compare in scope and size to the Reynolds Scholarship, according to Susan DeBoise Wright, a former executive secretary of the Committee on Graduate Fellowships and the wife of President James Wright. "The Reynolds is uniquely Dartmouth and continues to evolve to this day," she says. "Its recipients include some of Dartmouth's most outstanding students in the last half-century. In my tenure as the fellows advisor I regarded the Reynolds as the College's Rhodes Scholarship — our winners are as good as they come, bar any scholarship, Dartmouth or otherwise."

In many ways, Reynolds's desire was much like Cecil Rhodes's dream to gather able men from around the world and send them off to Oxford to further their education and become future leaders. Most of the earliest Reynolds Scholars headed to Europe to study at Cambridge, Oxford and the Sorbonne. Of the 165 scholars who set off between 1950 and 1974, all but 11 went to Western Europe, where they immersed themselves in the arts or studied a variety of topics such as politics, history and literature. "The real benefit to most of us was the same: a meaningful intellectual pause between the intensity of Dartmouth and the unexamined race to academic and professional achievement," explains John Marshall '71, who studied modern history at King's College with a Reynolds grant.

While the vision of the Reynolds Scholarship has changed little in the past 50 years, much has changed in its amount and application. The original 1950 annual stipend has been increased to at least $10,000, and the variety of projects and locations of study has grown dramatically. Between 1975 and 1999, 55 of the 151 scholars studied outside of Western Europe, and in the past decade that number has climbed to almost 50 percent. Some continue to study at universities, but an increasing number have chosen to do independent research projects of their own design. This past year Mary Frances Brown '98 researched medieval troubadour poetry in France, Kevin Findlan '99 explored organology in Scotland, Erin Furse '99 studied ukiai-e woodblock printing in Japan and Ellen Wight '97 researched refugees and migration in England.

For the most part, the Reynolds Scholarship has funded more projects in the humanities and social sciences than in the sciences; my proposal to study the behavioral ecology and physiology of the endemic Galapagos marine iguana was the first to receive funding for pure ecological research.

Rather than experiencing a new culture and interacting with diverse people, as Reynolds had envisioned, I was isolated on an island. I spent the days watching giant lizards forage, fight and breed and the nights chasing them around on slippery lava rocks overlooking precipitous cliffs to take blood samples. The Pacific Ocean was my bathtub, toilet, dishwash-
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